
Project 7 - More Loops with List Processing

Objectives: Using loops to process lists of data to compute properties of the list. Also learn how to format output.
Outcome:

• Write a script that takes a list of randomly generated values, processes the list, and then outputs the list of values in a pleasant
format, along with some data about the list.

1. Back to MATLAB

1. Start up MATLAB. Remember to set your directory to My Documents

2. For help on today’s commands try help format, help fprintf, help rand and help randn.

2. Extreme Programming

1. To find the extreme value (max or minimum or ?) in a list, the process is always the same: start with the first value as your
current extreme and then check each following value to see if it is more extreme. If so, make it your current extreme value and
continue.

2. For example, to find the maximum of a list of numbers stored in an array x, we proceed like this:

maxx = x(1); % set max to 1st value
for i = 2:length(x) % loop thru the rest of the values

if (x(i)>maxx) % if this value is larger
maxx = x(i); % make it the current max value

end
end
disp(’The maximum value is ’) % display the results
disp(maxx)

3. This same code works in all cases, all we have to do is change the condition we check, eg. if (x(i)>maxx) to go along with the
type of extreme we are looking for. For example, if we want the value closest to 0 in absolute value, we could use if (abs(x(i))
< abs(maxx)).

4. Sometimes we want to find out not only the extreme value, but which entry in the list is that extreme value. In that case, we
also need to keep track of the index to the current extreme value, like this:

maxx = x(1); % set max to 1st value
maxi = 1; % remember its the 1st term
for i = 2:length(x) % loop thru the rest of the values

if (x(i)>maxx) % if this value is larger
maxx = x(i); % make it the current max value
maxi = i; % remember where it came from

end
end
disp(’The index of the maximum value is ’) % display the results
disp(maxi)

3. Other List Properties

1. Most other list properties can also be calculated as you loop through the list according to whatever mathematical formula goes
along with the property.

2. For example, if we wanted to calculate the average value of an array x of length N , we can write that mathematically as

Average =
1
N

N∑
n=1

x(n)

So, we’d code this as a loop that computes the sum and then divide by the number of terms after the loop finishes, like so:

total = 0; % set (running) total to 0
for n = 1:N

total = total + x(n); % add n-th term
end
average = total/N; % compute average
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3. Another common type of property is to count how many values satisfy some condition, like how many of the numbers are positive.
To do this we use a counter and increase it in the loop every time we find a value that satisfies the condition. For example for
counting the number of positive values in an array x, we could use

ct = 0; % initialize count at 0
for n = 1:N

if (x(n)>0) % check if it is positive
ct = ct + 1; % if so, increment counter

end
end

4. Formatting

1. The default format in MATLAB is to print 5 significant digits, switching to scientific notation as needed. Using the format
command you can change this:

• format long displays 15 significant digits (about the full accuracy of MATLAB), switching to scientific notation as needed

• format short e displays 5 digits, but always uses scientific notation

• format long e displays 15 digits with scientific notation

• format or format short returns to the starting mode

2. To control the format more precisely, especially for multiple values, we have to use a format string. A format string describes
exactly how numbers (and strings) should be displayed by specifying how many spaces to use, what format and with how many
decimal places.

3. The basic syntax for a format is %w.dx where w is the width (number of spaces used), d is the number of decimal places and x
is the format specifier. w and d are optional.

4. There are three basic data types and each has a least 1 format specifier:

• For integers, use d, for example %d or %6d.

• For strings (characters in quotes), use s, for example %s or %20s.

• For real numbers, use f for no scientific notation, use e for scientific notation and g to let MATLAB switch between e and f
as needed. For example, %7.4f would format a number in 7 spaces with 4 decimal places. Note with f you need the width
to be at least 3 more than the number of decimals to account for the sign, the ones digit and the decimal point; for e and
g, you need the width to be at least 7 more to account for the exponent.

5. If the value you are trying to format doesn’t fit or is not compatible with the given format, MATLAB will do its best to try to
print the value. Sometimes this means it will ignore the width limit, sometimes it means you get garbage.

6. To build a format string you make a string that has the formats you need in the position(s) you need along with any supporting
text. For example:

’After %3d months the balance is $%10.2f \n’
would print an integer (in 3 spaces) and an real value (in 10 spaces with 2 decimal places) along with the text. What’s the \n
for? It forces a return (newline) at the end of the line, otherwise the next thing we print would be on the same line.

7. To use a string, we use the command fprintf. It is like disp except that it takes a format string and a list of variables (or
values) to print. For example, using the string above, we’d have the code:

fprintf(’After %3d months the balance is $%10.2f \n’,NumMonths,Balance)
If NumMonths=96 and Balance=1234.5678, then the output would look like:

After 96 months the balance is $ 1234.57

Note the spacing around the numbers.

5. Random Numbers

1. MATLAB has two ways to produce random numbers: uniform numbers in the range [0, 1) and normally distributed numbers
with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. The two commands are rand(1) and randn(1) respectively.

2. To produce random numbers in other ranges or with other properties, you just have to manipulate the random value MATLAB
produces. For example if you want a uniform random number in the range [5, 10) you could use

5 + 5*rand(1)

If you want a random integer between 1 and 100 (inclusive), you use
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floor(100*rand(1)+1)

(floor rounds a real number down to the nearest integer). If you want normally distributed random numbers with a mean of
75 and a standard deviation of 15, you use

75 + 15*randn(1)

3. If you want an array of random numbers, for now, use a loop to calculate a new random number for each entry.

4. Warning: When writing a program that uses random numbers, remember that different random numbers will be produced each
time you run your program, so don’t be surprised if the results are different.

6. To Do and Turn In

1. Write a script that does the following:

(a) Prompts the user to enter a number N

(b) Generates two arrays of N random numbers each (call them x and y). x will be uniform random integers between −9999
and 9999 (inclusively) and y will be normally distributed with a mean of 2.5 and a standard deviation of 1. You can think
of x as ID numbers and y as grade point averages.

(c) Processes the two arrays and determine:

i. The largest and smallest values in x and y.
ii. The x-values corresponding to the largest and smallest y-values.

iii. The average of the y-values.
iv. The standard deviation of the y-values. The formula is√√√√ 1

N

n∑
n=1

y(n)2 −

(
1
N

N∑
n=1

y(n)

)2

v. The number of y-values ≥ 3.0 and the number < 2.0.
vi. The number of x-values in each of the ranges 1000− 1999, 2000− 2999 and 3000− 3999.

(d) Displays all the results with proper description and format.

(e) Displays the first 10 values of x and y in a nicely formatted table.

2. Run your script with N = 10 and check that the results are correct.

3. When you are satisfied that your script is running correctly: Run it with N = 10 one more time and with N = 1000 and save
the results of both runs to a diary file proj7.out. Recall: type diary proj7.out, then run your script, and then type diary
off when you are done.

4. Submit your script and the diary file.

5. Complete the survey and you’re done.
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